Clinical Presentation of Prostate Cancer in Black South Africans
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BACKGROUND. Compared with White Americans, Black American men are at a significant increased risk of presenting with prostate cancer (PCa) and associated mortality, suggesting a link to African-ancestry. However, PCa status within Africa is largely unknown. We address the clinical presentation of PCa within Black South African men.

METHODS. Over 1,000 participants with or without PCa have enrolled in the Southern African Prostate Cancer Study (SAPCS). Using genome-wide profiling we establish a unique within Africa population substructure. Adjusting for age, clinical variables were assessed, compared against Black Americans and between rural and urban localities while addressing potential socio-demographic confounders.

RESULTS. We report a significant difference in the distribution of prostate specific antigen (PSA) levels skewed towards higher PSA levels in the PCa cases (83.0% present with a PSA ≥ 20 μg/L; median PSA = 98.8 μg/L) relative to men with no detectable PCa (18.5% present with a PSA ≥ 20 μg/L; median PSA = 9.1 μg/L). Compared with Black Americans, Black South Africans presented with significantly more aggressive disease defined by Gleason score >7 (17% and 36%, respectively) and PSA ≥ 20 μg/L (17.2% and 83.2%, respectively). We report exasperated disease aggression defined by Gleason score >7 (P = 0.0042) and poorly differentiated tumor grade (P < 0.0001) within rural versus urban localities.

CONCLUSION. Black South African men present with higher PSA levels and histopathological tumor grade compared with Black Americans, which is further escalated in men from rural localities. Our data suggests that lack of PSA testing may be contributing to an aggressive PCa disease phenotype within South African men. Prostate 74:880–891, 2014. © 2014 The Authors. Prostate published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs License, which permits use and distribution in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited, the use is non-commercial and no modifications or adaptations are made.
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INTRODUCTION

The global burden of PCa is expected to reach 1.7 million new cases and 499,000 new deaths by 2030 [1]. However, this burden is not equally distributed around the globe, with the most affluent countries having the highest incidence rates [2]. PCa is one of the most common malignancies in men, and the known risk factors include increasing age, a family history of PCa and African ancestry. Compared with European Americans, African American men are 1.7 times more likely to develop PCa [3,4], are generally younger at diagnosis, present with a more aggressive disease phenotype [5] and are approximately 2.5 times more likely of dying from the disease [6–8]. While factors related to socioeconomic status have been investigated, one cannot ignore the potential effect of genetic factors related to African ancestry. The significance of one’s genetic inheritance is further supported by familial [9,10] and twin studies [11,12], while differences in ethnic or racial based prostate tumor biology is evident [13]. However, limited data are available pertaining to PCa status within Africa. Clinically aggressive disease phenotypes have been reported within selected populations from Western Africa [14–16], Eastern Africa [17], and within an ethnically admixed population from Southern Africa [18].

In contrast to affluent nations, PCa screening, including digital rectal examination and prostate specific antigen (PSA) testing, is not routinely practiced in many parts of Africa. Alternatively, traditional medicine may be preferential within some communities. The most likely contributors to the increased variation in PCa incidence rates (up to 25-fold) compared to mortality rates (up to 10-fold) observed globally [1] are disparities in cancer surveillance. Defining the impact of PCa within Africa is further impeded by several confounding issues including a dramatically decreased life-expectancy (reducing the impact of age-related diseases), limited access to health services, lack of national cancer registries, reduced PCa awareness, and both logistical and economical challenges associated with establishing and maintaining PCa research studies. A recent review addresses some of the issues associated with investigating PCa within Africa [19]. Although Africans present globally with the greatest between population matched [20] and within individual [21] genetic diversity, in contrast to African Americans with roughly 10–20% European genetic contribution [22,23], individuals from the African continent allow for exclusion of a non-African genetic admixture fraction. While establishing if genetics is a driver for the significant link between PCa status and African ancestry is paramount, such analysis cannot and should not be conducted in isolation of extensive environmental, lifestyle, and clinical information. Although not yet well established, evidence for environmental influences on PCa risk is mounting and particularly evident in populations of Eastern nations, who typically display low incidence rates, but are at an increased risk of PCa after migrating to Western nations and presumably adapting Western lifestyles [24,25]. Assessing epidemiological factors contributing to PCa status within Africa requires an additional level of complexity and challenges associated with social and cultural practices, and ultimately data interpretation.

In this study we describe the recruitment of patients with PCa within the Southern African Prostate Cancer Study (SAPCS), an ongoing collection of clinical and epidemiological data, as well as biological specimens, from Black South African men either with or without PCa. In addition we address factors that may confound data interpretation, in particular when associating the SAPCS to studies of Black Americans, by performing comprehensive genetic analysis of the population substructure. This study is to the best of our knowledge the first and largest of its kind for the region and highlights the significance of PCa within a population where this disease has largely been ignored. The inclusion of both rural and urban-based clinics allows for much needed assessment of PCa status within rural Africa and confounding environmental influences. This study and the future use and development of this cohort will continue to provide critical contributions to unraveling the link between PCa and African ancestry.

PARTICIPANTS AND METHODS

SAPCS Participant Recruitment

The SAPCS was initiated in 2008 with seed funding from the Medical Research Council (MRC) of South Africa to local researchers at the Universities of Limpopo (PAV) and Pretoria (MSRB), with support from international collaboration (VMH). The overall objective of the SAPCS is to assess the impact of PCa on Black South Africans by establishing a cohort for clinical, epidemiological and genetic analyses. Men have been recruited from local clinics (Fig. 1A) and status defined as case (with PCa) or control (absence of...
PCa) by urological examination, PSA testing and where necessary, histopathology. Control samples may include individuals diagnosed with benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH). PCa status is further defined by Gleason score (sum of the two most common Gleason grades) and additionally in some cases, a three tiered grading system, reflecting the appearance of tumor cells relative to “normal,” was used to describe the tumor phenotype as either well, moderate or poorly differentiated (referred to throughout this manuscript as “tumor grade”). Men completed a purpose written questionnaire managed by a trained local research nurse and provided a blood sample for research purposes. All participants self-identified as Southern Bantu representing the Sepedi, Setswana, Xitsonga, Tshivenda, isiNdebele, isiZulu, isiXhosa, Sesotho and siSwati people, respectively. Although we acknowledge that it is grammatically correct to use prefixes when referring to a Bantu language or people, for simplicity throughout this paper we have elected to use the English derived ethno-linguistic identifiers Pedi, Tswana, Tsonga, Venda, Ndebele, Zulu, Xhosa, Sotho, and Swati.

The study has developed in stages starting with the most rural and least affluent of the South African Provinces, namely Limpopo (Polokwane and Tshilidzini Hospitals) where the Blacks represent 97% of the population [26]. Arguably the most challenging region for sample collection, initiating recruitment within Limpopo, allowed the team to evaluate potential limitations of the study design early in the process, whilst developing infrastructure and logistics. Ethics approval was granted from the Provincial Government of Limpopo (#32/2008) and subsequently also

Fig. 1. A: Geographical localities for continental populations used in this study to define ancestral contributions including west African Mandinka (non-Bantu), Yoruba, Bamoun and Fang (western Bantu/proto-Bantu) and east African Luhya (Eastern Bantu) and (inset A) significant Southern Bantu populations from the most northerly borders of South Africa contributing to the SAPCS, specifically the Sepedi, Venda, Tsonga, and Tswana. Geographical distribution of minority contributing Southern Bantu populations, specifically Swati, Ndebele, Sotho, Zulu and Xhosa, is depicted including the recruitment localities (1 to 4). Merging genome-wide genotype data for the four prominent SAPCS Southern Bantu populations (n = 36) with publically available data for west (n = 22 non-Bantu, n = 80 Western Bantu) and east African populations (n = 35 Eastern Bantu) resulted in 23,183 overlapping autosomal markers, which were used to define within Southern African and between African population substructure depicted as (B) principal component analysis including the Southern Bantu Reference Genome (ABT) [21], and (C) STRUCTURE analysis assuming three contributing populations (K = 3).
the University of Limpopo Medical Research Ethics Committee (#MREC/H/28/2009). Initially the study focused on the recruitment of the most predominant populations within the region, namely the Pedi, Tsonga, Venda, and Tswana. In 2010 the SAPCS was expanded to include Pretoria’s Steve Biko Academic Hospital (SBAH, University of Pretoria) and the Medical University of South Africa’s (MEDUNSA, University of Limpopo) Dr. George Mukhari Hospital near Ga-Runkuwa, north of Pretoria, within the Province of Gauteng. Additional approval was granted from the University of Pretoria Human Research Ethics Board (#43/2010) and the J. Craig Venter Institutional Review Board (IRB #2010-129). In contrast to Limpopo, Gauteng is not only the smallest province, it is the most populated and industrialized, attracting a diversity of peoples to this financial hub and calling for expansion to include all peoples defined as Black South Africans who represent 77% of the total provincial population [26]. By mid 2012 a total of 837 participants had been recruited allowing for preliminary epidemiological and genetic analyses [27].

**SAPCS Expansion and Maintenance**

Follow-up of SAPCS participants is documented by participating urologists on return visits. As all participating urologists are active members of the SAPCS, these updates have become routine. Repeat visits are however, largely dependent on disease severity and follow-up will most significantly impact the subset of participants undergoing treatment, with skewing towards aggressive disease. Patients diagnosed with PCa are requested to return to the clinic within 1 month of diagnosis for commencement of treatment. In cases with a PSA > 100 μg/L immediate treatment is recommended, including orchidectomy, radical prostatectomy, or androgen deprivation therapy. Given the relatively recent establishment of the SAPCS and the estimated life-span post-PCa diagnosis, we do not anticipate the immediate inclusion of follow-up data for analysis.

As recruitment has thus far focused on men presenting at urological clinics, a natural skewing towards cases over controls has become evident. To overcome this bias, as well as the potential confounding influence related to clinic based recruitment, including study participants presenting with benign urological complaints such as BPH, ethics approval has been granted from the South African National Blood Services (SANBS) Human Research Ethics Committee (#2012/11) to recruit additional controls via random population and age-matched sampling. In parallel the team initiated the acquisition of surplus prostate tissue from consented participants at time of needle biopsy. Ethics approvals were amended and collection started in the latter half of 2012. Recruitment was restricted to the Steve Biko Hospital in Pretoria with a total of 148 matched fresh frozen biopsy prostate tissues sampled to date. The total study recruitment by June 2013 is 1,068 participants. Analysis of clinical characteristics was performed for 917 participants.

**SAPCS Genetic Substructure**

Genomic DNA was isolated from whole blood using the QIAamp DNA Blood Mini kit or the FlexiGene DNA kit (QIAGEN). A total of 36 randomly selected participants (7 Pedi, 8 Tsonga, 11 Venda, and 10 Tswana), representing the major contributors to the study populations, were genotyped using the Illumina HumanOmni1-Quad Beadchips. The Illumina GenomeStudio software (version1.7.4) was used for data analysis with a GenTrain score of 0.5 as the minimum for inclusion. No subjects were related based on identity by descent estimations. We merged our data with the single sequenced Southern Bantu individual (ABT) from Tswana/Xhosa heritage [21] as well as published African-relevant data including the, Luhya (n=35), Yoruba (n=47), Bamoun (n=18), Fang (n=15), and Mandinka (n=22) [28] (www-evo.stanford.edu/pubs.html). Total autosomal overlap after merging was 23,183 markers. Analytical methods included principal components analysis (PCA) and STRUCTURE analysis. For PCA we used the HelixTree module of the SVS (SNP and Variation Suite) 7.5 software available from Golden Helix (http://www.goldenhelix.com/), considering the first two eigenvectors. STRUCTURE 2.3.3 analyses [29] was performed using 10,000 burn-ins, followed by 10,000 iterations assuming K=2–7 population clusters running five replications per ancestral estimation.

**Statistical Analyses**

PS Power and Sample Size Calculation version 3.0.43 was used to determine the study power to achieve a significance of P < 0.05 and determine the optimal target study size of 1,500 cases and 1,500 controls. Pearson’s Chi-square test with Yates’ continuity correction was used to predict significance between clinical features of the US-White and US-Black PCa cases in the publically available US-based SEER (surveillance Epidemiology and End Results) registry and SAPCS samples. Fisher’s exact test with two-tailed P-values was used to predict significance levels for clinical characteristics in the SAPCS case samples from rural (Limpopo) versus industrialized (Gauteng) collection locations. Logistic regression estimates using a
generalized linear model were used to correct for the confounding factor of age.

RESULTS

As the study was initiated in Limpopo, this province provides the largest study contribution at 643 men (70.1%) compared with 266 men (29.0%) from Gauteng. An additional 8 (0.9%) participants have no recorded collection location. Self-identified primary language grouping, considering both maternal and paternal heritage, identified the Pedi as the largest (4.3%), Swati (2.0%), Sotho (1.1%), and Xhosa (1.1%). Paternal heritage, identified the Pedi as the largest language grouping, considering both maternal and paternal heritage, identified the Pedi as the largest contributors (52.8%) followed by Tsonga (13.8%), Venda (12.1%), Tswana (8.2%), Ndebele (4.7%), Zulu (4.3%), Swati (2.0%), Sotho (1.1%), and Xhosa (1.1%). The Pedi, Tsonga, Venda, and Tswana therefore contribute 86.9% of the total study. Before the SAPCS can be used for case-control analysis it is essential to determine the genetic substructure of the contributing populations as to prevent false-positive associations as a result of extensive population stratification (existence of subpopulations within a population).

Population Substructure

While a single complete Southern Bantu genome (ABT from Tswana/Xhosa heritage) alluded to the extent of genetic diversity within a single individual [21], the genetic diversity between Southern Bantu populations is largely unknown. We therefore tested the genetic relationship (population substructure) of the most significant SAPCS contributing Southern Bantu language identifiers (Pedi, Tsonga, Venda, and Tswana) and extended Bantu peoples of Africa, including the Eastern Bantu Luhya, the Western Bantu (or Proto-Bantu) Yoruba, Bamoun and Fang, as well as the non-Bantu West African Mandinka speakers (Fig. 1).

PCA and STRUCTURE analysis defined the Southern Bantu as genetically distinct from the west and east African populations, while establishing a common Southern Bantu ancestral genomic contribution. Additionally, we excluded for any out of Africa contribution (specifically European and/or Asian) within the Southern Bantu (data not presented). Genotype data has been made freely available at www.garvan.org.au/TKCC/HumanComparativeProstateCancer-GenomicsLaboratory/SAPCS.

Clinical Presentation

Men presented at one of the four participating urological clinics largely as a result of a urological or associated complaint (Table I). Unlike most western countries, only 3.3% (33/920) presented as a result of a predetermined elevated PSA level, while 1.9% (17/920) presented for an age-related check-up and 3.6% (33/920) of men provided no reason for their visit. The most common complaint was associated with urinary flow (740/920, 80.4%), including difficulty passing urine (665/920, 72.3%), dysuria (72/920, 7.8%), or obstruction/poor flow (13/920, 1.4%). While dysuria was significantly associated with a positive PCa diagnosis (9.5% (56/592) and 4.9% (16/328) of cases and controls, respectively present with this symptom; \( P = 0.0145 \)), urinary obstruction was negatively associated with diagnosis (present in 0.5% (3/592) and 3.0% (10/328) of PCa cases and controls respectively; \( P = 0.0028 \)). Although urinary retention was the most common complaint, there was no observable difference between cases and controls. No other presenting symptom was found in our study to be associated with a positive diagnosis for PCa.

Mean age at presentation was 71.0 years for the cases and 70.6 years for the controls. The age of study participants ranged from 45 to 101 years. Clinical characteristics have been made available for 917 of the 1,068 participants, 576 (62.8%) presenting with histopathologically confirmed PCa (defined as a case), and 341 (37.2%) showing no detectable PCa (defined as a control). PSA levels have been made available for 487 cases and 302 controls (Fig. 2A). While the majority of controls presented with a PSA level of less than 10.0 \( \mu g/L \) (162/302, 53.6%) and 81.5% with less than 20.0 \( \mu g/L \) (246/302), a staggering 83.0% (404/487) of cases presented with a PSA greater than or equal to 20.0 \( \mu g/L \) (50.1% equal or over 98 \( \mu g/L \)), which is significantly different to the study controls (\( P < 0.0001 \)). Frequency distribution at all PSA ranges, namely <4.0 \( \mu g/L \), 4.0–9.9 \( \mu g/L \), 10.0–19.9 \( \mu g/L \), 20.0–97.9 \( \mu g/L \), and greater than or equal to 98 \( \mu g/L \), were significantly different between SAPCS cases and controls (all \( P < 0.0001 \)).

PCa status was defined via histological tissue sampling, either via ultrasound guided prostate biopsy sampling of on average 10–12 cores per patient (69.9%) or trans urethral resection of the prostate (TURP, 6.6%). To-date only nine study participants diagnosed with PCa (1.7%) have undergone radical prostatectomy (RP). Gleason score and tumor grades were available for 346 (60.1%) and 304 (52.8%) cases, respectively. While 35.5% (123/346) of men presented with a Gleason score greater or equal to 8, we observed an increase to 43.6% (151/346) when considering Gleason score 7 (4 + 3). A total of 26% (79/304) of men presented with a poorly differentiated tumor.

Global Perspective

Placing the clinical presentation of the SAPCS into global perspective, we correlate age, PSA levels, and
Black men in the SEER study present with PCa at a younger age than Whites by roughly 3 years, and are more likely to present with a higher PSA level [30]. Age at diagnosis has dramatically reduced over time as a direct consequence of PSA screening, leading to

### TABLE I. SAPCS Clinical Characteristics by Locality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th></th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th></th>
<th>Significance levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total N&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Limpopo&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Gauteng&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Total N&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Limpopo&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 576 (%)</td>
<td>n = 389 (%)</td>
<td>n = 181 (%)</td>
<td>n = 341 (%)</td>
<td>n = 254 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason for attending clinic&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Case vs. control&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urological complaints&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>509 (86.0)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>288 (87.8)</td>
<td>P = 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidental high PSA</td>
<td>19 (3.2)</td>
<td>11 (3.4)</td>
<td>(1.4)</td>
<td>6 (1.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erectile dysfunction</td>
<td>2 (0.3)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swollen/injured scrotal region (glands/testis/scrotum)</td>
<td>8 (1.4)</td>
<td>6 (1.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back or leg pain</td>
<td>24 (4.1)</td>
<td>3 (0.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General check-up</td>
<td>13 (2.2)</td>
<td>4 (1.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No reason given</td>
<td>17 (2.9)</td>
<td>16 (4.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P = 0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Mean</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>70.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Median</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;4 µg/L</td>
<td>9 (1.8)</td>
<td>6 (1.7)</td>
<td>3 (2.1)</td>
<td>74 (24.5)</td>
<td>58 (24.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥4 &lt;10 µg/L</td>
<td>22 (4.5)</td>
<td>11 (3.2)</td>
<td>11 (7.9)</td>
<td>88 (29.1)</td>
<td>65 (27.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥10 ≤20 µg/L</td>
<td>52 (10.7)</td>
<td>35 (10.1)</td>
<td>17 (12.1)</td>
<td>84 (27.8)</td>
<td>67 (28.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥20 ≤98 µg/L</td>
<td>160 (32.9)</td>
<td>123 (35.5)</td>
<td>37 (26.4)</td>
<td>46 (15.2)</td>
<td>40 (16.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥98 µg/L</td>
<td>244 (50.1)</td>
<td>171 (49.4)</td>
<td>72 (51.4)</td>
<td>10 (3.3)</td>
<td>8 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gleason score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;7</td>
<td>137 (39.6)</td>
<td>99 (39.9)</td>
<td>38 (39.2)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>86 (24.9)</td>
<td>51 (20.6)</td>
<td>35 (36.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥7</td>
<td>123 (35.5)</td>
<td>98 (39.5)</td>
<td>24 (24.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well differentiated</td>
<td>71 (23.4)</td>
<td>47 (20.2)</td>
<td>24 (34.8)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod differentiated</td>
<td>154 (50.7)</td>
<td>110 (47.2)</td>
<td>42 (60.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor differentiated</td>
<td>79 (26.0)</td>
<td>76 (32.6)</td>
<td>3 (4.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bolding of P-value indicates statistical significance.

<sup>a</sup>Total N includes all case and control samples, inclusive of samples where collection location was not recorded.

<sup>b</sup>Province of Limpopo: rural collection locations including urological clinics in Polokwane (central Limpopo) and Tshilidzini Hospitals (northern Limpopo).

<sup>c</sup>Province of Gauteng: more industrialized collection locations including Steve Biko Academic Hospital (SBAH, University of Pretoria) and the Medical University of South Africa’s (MEDUNSA, University of Limpopo) Dr George Mukhari Hospital near Ga-Runkuwa (north of Pretoria).

<sup>d</sup>P-values for case-control analysis comparing the distribution of defined characteristics in total cases versus total controls were generated using Fisher’s exact test for dichotomous variables and Welch two sample t-test for continuous variables.

<sup>e</sup>P-values comparing the distribution of defined characteristics in all samples collected in Limpopo versus all samples collected in Gauteng were generated as described for case-control analysis.

<sup>f</sup>Reason for attending clinic is reported for all study samples present in the SAPCS database as of July 2012, which includes 592 case samples and 328 controls. Reports are received per study population, without report of clinic location.

<sup>g</sup>Urological complaints include: retention/LUTS, dysuria, obstructed flow, Haematuria, Nocturia, incontinence, increased frequency, and Urinary tract infection.

<sup>h</sup>The more aggressive disease phenotypes (Gleason score ≥7 and tumor grade = Poor) were more significantly associated with cases collected from the rural Limpopo clinics compared to Gauteng.

Gleason scores at PCa presentation with currently the largest and most comprehensive publically available dataset for men of European (White) and African ancestry (Black) with PCa, namely the US-based SEER registry. As previously reported for the United States,
earlier stage at diagnosis. Lack of PSA screening contributes to increased overall age at PCa diagnosis within the SAPCS compared with the SEER study (mean 71.0 years, range 49–101 years) with significant age differences ($P = 0.0046$) when comparing urban (mean 69.2 years) and rural localities (mean 71.8 years).

While baseline PSA levels can fluctuate from patient to patient [31], as observed within the SEER study, US-White (n = 224,894) and US-Black (n = 39,385) men are more likely to present with a PSA level equal or greater than 4.0 µg/L (85.6% and 89.1%, respectively), which is even more dramatic when considering the SAPCS study (98.1%). We observe a significant increase in frequency of baseline PSA levels equal or greater than 20 µg/L within the SAPCS compared to both US-based populations (Fig. 2A), (both $P < 0.0001$). In contrast, we observe a significant decrease in frequency of SAPCS cases presenting with baseline PSA levels less than 20 µg/L compared to US populations, although this effect is more dramatic for PSA levels less than 10 µg/L ($P < 0.0001$) than for baseline PSA ranging between 10 and 19.9 µg/L ($P = 0.0111$ and $P = 0.0001$ for comparison with US-White and US-Black SEER cases, respectively).

We observe a significant difference in the distribution of men with a Gleason score equal or greater than 7 between both the US-White (n = 3,785 (35.4%) and 5,481 (15.9%) out of 10,687, respectively) and US-Black cases (n = 662 (39.9%) and 282 (17.0%) out of 1661, respectively) compared to SAPCS (n = 82 (24.6%) and 131 (36.0%) out of 345, respectively) case samples (all $P < 0.0001$) (Fig. 2B). Alternatively, the US-White (n = 5,206/10,687 (48.7%)) and US-Black (n = 717/1661 (43.2%)) populations are more likely to present with a Gleason score less than 7 compared to the SAPCS (n = 135/342 (39.5%)), although this difference is only significant between the US-White and SAPCS cases samples ($P = 0.0009$). Additionally, we observe a significant difference in the distribution of age between the different population groups for measures of Gleason score. The proportion of US cases aged <70 years...
presenting with a GS < 7 or \( \geq 7 \) is significantly greater than the proportion of SAPCS men matched for age and Gleason score \( (P < 0.0001) \).

**Associated Localities and Socio-Demographic Confounders**

Significant differences in clinical presentation were noted based on locality, defined as rural Limpopo versus urban Gauteng (Fig. 3). Men from Limpopo presented with more aggressive PCa disease phenotype based on histopathological analysis including Gleason score greater than 7 \( (P = 0.0042) \) or poorly differentiated tumor \( (P < 0.0001) \). While the median age for men presenting at the urban-based clinics is 3 years earlier than the rural clinics for both the cases (69 and 72 years, respectively) and controls (68 and 71 years, respectively), PSA levels were only slightly increased in the cases from Limpopo \( (P = 0.0609) \) with no significant differences noted for the rural versus urban presenting control subjects \( (P = 0.2866) \).

As well as clinical characteristics, statistics for several epidemiological factors, including demographic, lifestyle, and environmental factors were collected for each study participant. To assess the impact of rural versus urban locality on epidemiological and clinical outcomes, we test for significance with over-all PCa status. Several epidemiological factors reached statistical significance (defined as an un-adjusted \( P < 0.05 \)) in case–control analysis [27], which we also show to be associated with rural versus urban collection locations, bringing into question the source of association. Such parameters include population group, occupation, present sexual capacity, acne, and aspirin usage. It is possible the observed association with disease status for these measurements is partially attributed to a difference of frequency in Limpopo versus Gauteng (Table I). Similarly, characteristics associated with disease status but not collection location are more likely to be accurate predictors of disease, including a family history of cancer (excluding PCa), the presence of diabetes, erectile dysfunction.

---

**Fig. 3.** Distribution of clinical prostate cancer characteristics based on collection location and defined as rural (Limpopo, orange) or urban (Gauteng, blue), for (A) serum PSA levels (including both prostate cancer cases and urological controls), (B) Gleason score, and (C) tumor grade.
balding pattern, and clinically significant PSA levels. Alternatively, several factors were found to be solely associated with collection location, potentially indicative of a confounding factor for future analysis. Such factors include age, allergic conditions and previous exposure to STDs, age of first sexual encounter, presence of chest hair and male breasts, balding age, and consumption of red meat.

**DISCUSSION**

Although still in collection phase, the SAPCS is the largest and most comprehensive resource currently available for investigating the impact of PCa within Southern Africa. The cohort is constantly evaluated and evolving to address specific limitations and needs, while tailoring study design for an African setting. The study has faced many challenges during almost 6 years since initiation. At the national level these include minimal resources (including available funding to support clinical and nursing staff) and lack of emphasis on age-related diseases. Within more rural located clinics challenges include vast distances to the nearest clinic, shortage of trained urologists per capita, as well as significant limitations in essential resources and infrastructure. The latter was highlighted in the past year when medical supplies required for routine PCa screening was terminated to the most rural province of South Africa and largest contributor to this study. The team has overcome these challenges generating a unique resource and foundation for further development and regional expansion, with the goal to contribute significantly to defining global disparities in PCa and observed link to African-ancestry. An overwhelming lack of African-based PCa studies calls for regular data driven assessment of the SAPCS. Additionally, as genomic diversity is greatest within Africa we assess the genetic substructure of the SAPCS representative populations as potential confounders of genetic associations, while exclude for non-African contributions. We address the clinical presentation of PCa within South Africa, including comparative analysis between urban and rural locality.

Studies associating African-ancestry with PCa risk and adverse outcomes have been performed in African American men shown to have on average a European ancestral contribution of up to 20% [23]. The African ancestral contribution to African Americans has more recently been defined as predominantly of west African origin (82%), specifically 63% defined by the proto-Bantu Yoruba speakers and 19% by the more westerly non-Bantu speaking Mandinka people [32]. To truly understand the link to African-ancestry observed within African Americans it is essential that non-migrant African populations are included within PCa studies, both within and outside the African-ancestral contributions to African American people. Analysis of the genetic constitution of the Southern Bantu peoples represented within the SAPCS, defines a pure African derived population lacking significant non-African contribution. Having migrated from the proto-Bantu homeland (believed to be in the Nigerian-Cameroon region) no earlier than 5,000 years ago marking the estimated beginnings of Bantu expansion [33], the Southern Bantu are believed to have migrated down the eastern coast of Africa making their home in present day South Africa beginning 1,500 years ago [34]. Our data suggests that the Southern Bantu peoples represent a unique Bantu-derived ancestral cluster, independent from the Eastern Bantu and Western Bantu peoples, while lacking non-Bantu West African ancestral contributions. The latter in contrast to African American ancestral contributions. The SAPCS allows not only for a pure African-based dataset (non African contribution) but also importantly provides an independent ancestral alternative to African American studies. Preliminary studies from our group have shown that known PCa risk alleles are not predictive within the SAPCS and we call for genome-wide approaches to identify African-specific risk alleles [27].

Clinical diagnosis is significantly impacted by lack of clinical screening and PCa awareness. While PSA testing has been routine practice in most western countries for around 20 years, this is not the case within the northerly regions of South Africa. This is likely contributing to the roughly 5 years earlier median age for diagnosis of PCa in the United States (66 years based on the SEER report 2006–2010, all races/ethnic groups; www.seer.cancer.gov/statfacts) compared to the SAPCS. Interestingly, a previous study performed in the Western Cape region of South Africa reported the mean age of PCa presentation to be significantly higher in Whites (n = 291; 69.7 years) compared with regionally-matched Blacks (n = 71; 68.9 years) [18]. The significantly older age at PCa presentation in the SAPCS (71.0 years) may be driven by lack of PSA testing and reflects more closely that reported in Uganda (n = 210; 70.6 years) [35]. Remarkably, only 3% of the men in the SAPCS presented as a result of a known elevated PSA. Additionally, 42.4% (350/825) of men reported that their primary health care was based on traditional and not western medical practices. Clinical presentation was predominantly associated with urinary flow issues, specifically difficulty passing urine. The only clinical presentation in our study associated with PCa status and therefore a likely symptom for PCa was a report of pain or burning during urination (dysuria). Although men without any clinically defined PCa, presented with a median
Assessing for rural versus urban localities within the SAPCS, we found a significant increase in aggressive presenting disease defined by Gleason score and tumor differentiation for men residing in the population-matched rural setting. Age at presentation was, however, 3 years older in Limpopo, once again likely indicative of lack of PCa awareness and screening within rural communities. After adjusting for age, the observed association between Gleason score and clinic location was lost, however, the association with tumor grade was maintained. We see a significant decrease in the less aggressive, well differentiated tumor in the more rural setting of Limpopo compared to Gauteng, with a risk ratio of 0.06 and 95% CI = 0.005–0.726 (P = 0.03). And although limited by sample size (n = 76 and 3 for Limpopo and Gauteng, respectively), we observe a significant increase in the aggressive, poorly differentiated tumor in Limpopo with a risk ratio of 13.9 95% CI = 4.50–61.15 (P = 0.006).

CONCLUSIONS

The presentation of highly aggressive PCa disease (tumor grade) and elevated serum PSA levels at time of diagnosis within Black men from the most northerly regions of South Africa concurs with previous studies focused on populations from the most southerly region of the country [18,35], which is further compounded when considering clinical presentation for Black men from western countries. We further show that Black men from the rural located Province of Limpopo are on average 2.6 and 2.9 years older at time of PCa diagnosis than Black men Gauteng and Western Cape, respectively. As a consequence, curative treatment for PCa is severely limited within the study region. We postulate that the lack of PCa awareness and PSA screening are the largest contributors to presentation of aggressive PCa disease within rural African communities.
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